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Observations during 2018 high 𝛽* run @ 450 GeV

Ø No instability spotted by the LHC instability monitoring team during:

q fills 72461 → 7250: (high beta* tests @ injection energy),

q fills 7279 → 7291 (high beta* run @ injection energy).

Ø True even for the first test fills, for which octupoles were completely 
switched off (fills 7246 and – partly – 7247).

Ø In qualitative agreement with predictions, showing that a few A in the 
octupoles are enough for stability (see talk at the coll. working group 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/752722/contributions/3118632/attachments/1709447/2755384/20180903_highbeta_injection_CWG.pdf)

1 During the first high beta* test (fill 7246), a small, rising coherent signal was observed in VB1, but:
• no blow-up nor intensity loss were observed,
• one cavity switched off right before the instability, leading to possible transient effects.

→ this is currently not thought to be an instability.
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Predictions: octupole current vs. chromaticity

Ø Despite larger impedance than in std operation, the octupole current 
needed to stabilize is very small: less than 3A for 5 < Q’ < 15.

Ø In an isolated bunch & single beam situation: octupole current vs. Q’, 
comparing std injection to high 𝛽* at injection, without crystal coll.:
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Relevant (in)stability aspects

ü Some collimators are moved very close to the beam (several 
vertical tungsten collimators moved to 2.5-2.7 𝜎, IR3 moved in 
by 3 𝜎).

ü Roman pots in (~3 𝜎).

ü Small emittance (~1mm.mrad)

ü Crystal collimator sometimes in.

ü Bunch tails scraped (can reduce Landau damping from oct.).

ü Intensity close to nominal (~8.1010 p+/bunch).

ü Bunch length close to standard (~1.1 ns).

ü Energy (450 GeV).

ü Isolated bunches (typically 6 bunches with lot of space in-
between).

ü Beam-beam head-on tunespread (Landau damping).

Beneficial

Detrimental
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Collimators & roman pots

Ø Comparison between what was foreseen (“reference”) and what really 
happened during the run:

Some RP at less than 2𝜎
Collimators 
as foreseen
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Octupole currents computed for the real machine settings

⇒we were always well below 
the stability limit.

Ø Octupole current needed to stabilize each fill, for a single-beam, right after 
collimators are closed (without crystall coll.):
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What about beam-beam effects?

Ø The collimators and roman pots were actually closed AFTER the beams 
were put in collision - example of fill 7280

CMS 
luminosity 
increase Collimators 

& RP closed
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Stability diagrams with head-on beam-beam

Ø Tunespread from head-on beam-beam (𝜉~0.02) dominates everything else:

Stab. from oct for Gaussian 
transverse distribution 
(current as in std operation 
@450GeV)

Stab. from head-
on-beam-beam  
tunespread
(~independent of 
energy)

Stab. from oct. for a 
parabolic transverse 
distribution (cut at 3.2
𝜎) – current as in std
operation @450GeV

Stab. diagram we need 
to stabilize the beam:
- @ 450 GeV
- @ 2TeV, assuming 

collimators & RP at 
same #𝜎
(pessimistically) –
scaling is 𝛾5/2
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which a TMCI threshold of 4.25 × 1011 p=bunch was
found which is consistent within 5% with our
implementation.
Figure 6 shows the growth rate of the most unstable

mode for different chromaticity and damper gain settings.
Only the unstable cases are shown. The results of our two
models as well as the ones from HEADTAIL are shown. All
codes agree very well up to a chromaticity of approximately
10. Above this value, some disagreements are observed
between the tracking codes and the CMM for high damper
gain. The growth rates for the tracking codes are obtained
by fitting an exponential to the amplitude of the center of
mass motion. In the presence of high damper gain and
chromaticity these growth rates are very slow requiring us
to track a very large number of turns and making it difficult
to cleanly fit an exponential. Large fit errors can therefore
explain these discrepancies.

The impedance modules of both models were validated
against an existing code. The results are in excellent
agreement except for a few cases most likely related to
numerical issues which are not a concern for further studies.

IV. MODE COUPLING INSTABILITY OF
COLLIDING BEAMS

We start by looking at the simple case of two bunches
colliding head-on in one IP. The impedance model used in
the following simulations is the one described in Sec. II C.
The beam-beam interactions are computed with a full 6D
model taking into account the synchro-betatron effects and
eventual non-Gaussian transverse distributions. In order to
estimate the beam stability for large number of beam
parameters multiparticle tracking is performed over 105

turns and each case is analyzed using an interpolated fast
Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. The beam stability of
any given mode can then be assessed by looking at the
amplitude of its corresponding spectral line.
Figures 7 and 8 show a scan in beam-beam parameter at

constant impedance. As the beam-beam π mode approaches
the headtail mode -1 (ξ ≈ 0.003), their frequencies become
equal and they couple leading to strong instabilities with
similar rise times and characteristics to the impedance
driven TMCI. This is observed both in the tracking and
circulant matrix model with comparable rise times.
As shown in Fig. 8, the circulant matrix model also

indicates a coupling between the σ-mode and headtail mode
þ1. This is not observed in the tracking simulations.
However, the circulant matrix does not include nonlinear
effects and hence, Landau damping. It was shown in [6]
that in the presence of synchro-betatron coupling the
coherent beam-beam modes could be damped by the
sidebands of the incoherent tune spread. It is worth
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FIG. 5. Intensity scans at Q0 ¼ 0.0. The red lines are from the
CMM and the colored spectrogram from multiparticle tracking.
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FIG. 6. Chromaticity scans with different transverse damper
gains. The growth rate of the most unstable mode is shown. The
lines are from the CMM, the plain dots from our tracking model,
and the circles from HEADTAIL.

FIG. 7. Synchro-betatron modes as a function of the beam-
beam parameter for Q0 ¼ 0.0 and β#=σs ≈ 90. The colors
correspond to the amplitude of the spectral line. Impedance
effects were kept constant over the whole scan. The most unstable
modes are shown in green.
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A few pitfalls…
Ø The crystal collimator impedance is not in the model yet – ongoing work by 

A. Passarelli, N. Biancacci, D. Amorim & M. Miglioratti.

Ø On another ground: when the two beams are very symmetric, coherent 
beam-beam modes can in principle couple with headtail modes from 
impedance, leading to a strong, TMCI-like, instability:

mentioning that beam-beam interactions can damp coher-
ent oscillations not only through incoherent tune spread but
also by a modification of the head-tail phase [6] or by
changing the chromaticity itself [21] (which could also
have detrimental effects).
As shown in Fig. 1 the frequency of the sidebands is

approximately given by Q0 þmQs − ξ=2 where Q0 is the
unperturbed tune, Qs is the synchrotron tune, ξ=2 comes
from the quadrupolar term of the beam-beam force andm is
the order of the sideband. The incoherent tune spread
extends from Q0 to Q0 − ξ and its sidebands are centered
around the frequencies Q0 þmQs − ξ=2, one would there-
fore think that when a coherent beam-beam mode
approaches a low order synchrotron sideband it would
experience Landau damping. Nevertheless, the efficiency
of the Landau damping depends on the particles frequency
distribution around the frequency of the mode to be
damped. The beam-beam tune spread is not uniform and
most of the particles oscillate at frequencies lower than its
central value while very few particles are located above.
The coupling between the σ-mode and headtail mode þ1
occurs with the mode þ1 going down toward the σ-mode
providing very efficient Landau damping, while it is the
opposite for the coupling between the π mode and headtail
mode −1 for which Landau damping will therefore be very
ineffective. This provides a possible explanation for
discrepancies observed between the tracking and CMM
results and why the coupling between the π mode and
headtail mode −1 appears to be much stronger in the case
of head-on interactions.

V. STABILIZING SINGLE BUNCH INSTABILITIES

Chromaticity combined with tune spread, to provide
Landau damping, is generally used to cure transverse
instabilities. When available, as in the case of the LHC,

a bunch-by-bunch transverse damper can also be used for
this purpose. In order to get a better understanding of how
these parameters affect the coherent beam dynamics and to
provide guidance on which cases to study with the more
time consuming multiparticle tracking, we start with
the CMM.
Figure 9 shows the dependency of the imaginary part of

the most unstable mode on the chromaticity and transverse
damper gain as a function of the beam-beam parameter. For
simplicity, we set the ratio β"=σs to 100. Synchro-betatron
coupling introduced by the beam-beam interaction can
therefore be considered as negligible. The double peak
structure characterizing the mode coupling instabilities
shown in Fig. 8 is clearly observed. Operating at beam-
beam tune shifts where these instabilities occur is the most
critical scenario for stability. It is seen that either high
damper gain or chromaticity can help in mitigating these
strong instabilities as the growth rate is significantly
reduced. The case without beam-beam interactions is
however not fully recovered and a combination of both
may be more efficient.
Figure 10 shows the effects of the combination of the

transverse damper gain and chromaticity with and without
beam-beam interactions. Beam-beam interactions clearly
degrade the situation for low damper gain or chromaticity
which confirms the necessity to use an appropriate combi-
nation of both to mitigate the mode coupling instability. For
high damper gain and chromaticity, which corresponds to
the top right corner on the plots, the growth rates with or
without beam-beam are very similar.
This is confirmed by looking at the projection for a gain

of 0.01 (bottom right plot) where we can see that the curves
almost converge when increasing the chromaticity. At high
damper gain and chromaticity the stability of the beams is
therefore mainly given by impedance. High damper gain or
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FIG. 8. Imaginary part of the tune shift of the most unstable
modes as a function of the beam-beam parameter for Q0 ¼ 0.0
and β"=σs ≈ 90. Impedance effects were kept constant over the
whole scan.
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FIG. 9. Imaginary part of the tune shift of the most unstable
mode (colors) computed by the CMM for different beam-beam
parameters, transverse damper gain (top), and chromaticity
(bottom). The ratio β"=σs is equal to 100.

TRANSVERSE MODE COUPLING INSTABILITY OF … Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 17, 041002 (2014)

041002-7

From S. White et al, Phys. Rev. ST 
Accel. Beams 17, 041002 (2014)

Imag. tune shift vs. chromaticity Q’ and 
beam-beam parameter 𝜉:
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Conclusions
Ø In single-beam we were well below the stability limit during the high beta 

@ injection run, and we still have a comfortable margin.

Ø When beams are colliding, the situation is even more beneficial.

But there are also possible pitfalls, still to be checked:

Ø The situation could degrade if the two beams get more symmetric, as we 
might enter the regime where coherent beam-beam modes and headtail
modes could couple, leading to a TMCI-like instability.

Ø The crystal collimator is not in the impedance model yet
→ ongoing work.
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Backup slides
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Collimator & roman pots

Ø Comparison between standard and high beta collimator half gaps:

IR3

TCP IR7

TCTV IR1 / IR2 / IR5 / IR8
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Impedance comparison - horizontal
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Impedance comparison - vertical
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Single-bunch octupole current vs. chromaticity
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Single-bunch octupole current vs. chromaticity

Ø … but we are still more than 10 times less than standard octupole current 
used at injection (indicated here for B1 & B2).

B1


